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Editorial
by Saffron Vickers
Last year, on September 1st, 2017, 
Francis Lee’s debut feature film God’s 
Own Country was given a limited 
release in the UK. It went on to win 
multiple awards. These included Best 
Film, Best Director, Best Sound, Best 
Actor, Best Supporting Actress, to 
name but a few, at ceremonies from 
Sundance to BIFA. It was the only 
contemporary, forward looking 
independent film to be BAFTA 
nominated in the Outstanding British 
Film Category in a heavy-hitting field, 
and its central actor, Josh O’Connor, 
was a BAFTA Rising Star nominee. It 
saw universal critical acclaim in every 
country in which it was released. 
Furthermore,  it was hailed as one of 
the best British films of the decade, 
as a game-changing gay love story 
with its frank and honest depiction of 
love blossoming in a harsh and 
isolated rural community, and as the 
first film to mourn Brexit and 
underscore what we have lost. 

But to us, the GOCFanFamily, it has 
been something much more. It got 
inside our heads and our hearts and 
didn’t go away. We began to tweet 
about it, to write about it, to follow 
others who tweeted and wrote about 
it. Chris Wyatt, Laura Hart and Helena 
Beesom, who had all been involved in 
the film’s production, joined in.

We would talk, in short bursts of 280 
characters, for hours on end about 
our interpretation of God’s Own 
Country, but also began to share 
other things that were triggered for 
us by our watching of the film. For 
some it was coming out stories, for 
others it was a celebration of long-
term queer relationships, for others it 
was a way to work through loss or 
trauma, but for all of us, it was about 
finding hope. We then began to meet 
up, starting with a one-off event in 
December 2017. We were treated to 
a free viewing of the film by the film 
team, and had a quiz. We began to 
develop friendships. We met up for 
other GOC-related activities – seeing 
Patsy Ferran in her one woman show, 
Alec Secareanu in his new play, Chris 
Wyatt at a public talk. Francis 
organized mass post-card signing by 
himself and his boys. Josh generously 
gave time and attention to a 
Gheorghe Jumper wearing delegation 
who had turned up for his BAFTA 
Rising Star Q&A. So, as a thank you, 
we have put together this little 
magazine to show our love. GOC is a 
very, very serious film, and has 
generated much serious discussion 
and soul-baring amongst us. But it has 
also given rise to much fun and 
silliness, and we hope that this fanzine 
has captured a little of both.

Saffron Vickers Walkling, editor.
(PS a contents page was beyond 
me…)

The Gheorghe Jumper 
Send off for Gheorghe’s pattern for 

his trademark jumper, with 
integral thumb hole. Yes, he knits 

too!

GOCFanFamily Inaugural 
Meet Up

Somebody said it and before we 
knew it, a poll had been done, a 

date had been set, and GOC 
Twitter fans from the length and 

breadth of the country (and 
beyond) met up in London on 19th

December 2017 for film-watching, 
friendship and a quiz…



The Inaugural God’s Own Country 
Fan Family Quiz, 19/12/2017

Compiled by Saffron with thanks to the Family and 
to Chris Wyatt and Francis Lee for questions 
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18. Who changes the light? 

19. What’s the Romanian word for sheep and/or 

cock? 

20. Which acting school did Josh attend? 

21. How long is Francis’s beard - a) too long. b) 

too short c) the right length?

22. What theatre production had Alec just 

finished when he was cast? 

23. What mode of transport makes Martin feel 

sick?

24. How much does the Saxby cow weigh at 

market? 

25. What colour are the bleach bottle tops in the 

bathroom? 

26. How much does Johnny get for the cow at 

market? 

27. How many pot noodles are consumed during 

the film? 

28. How many EXTRA pot noodles do you think 

may have been consumed in the film? 

29. What is the bird song you hear before J&G 

are in bed together? 

30. What station does Johnny pick Gheorghe up 

at? 

1. What’s the name of the potato farm 

Gheorghe goes to work on? 

2. What is a hogget/hogg/hog? 

3. What is a gimmer? 

4. Francis went through a thorough character 

development process with both Josh 

O’Connor and Alec Secareanu, even to pin 

down the colour of their characters’ socks. So 

what colour socks did both characters wear? 

5. What is the first and last line of the film? 

6. Which 'own brand' are the Pot Noodles? 

7. What breed of birds do you hear when G&J 

are sat eating their sandwiches by the pond? 

8. What language are the potato farm workers 

speaking when they see Johnny? 

9. Who else in GOC is ‘everybody talking about’?  

10. How much milk should a newborn lamb get 

and how often should you feed it? 

11. The ewe rejects its new-born lamb. The lamb 

is weak and cold. What do you do? 

12. Who gets the tap-end when John and 

Gheorghe share a bath? 

13. What is the name of the ambient music duo 

whose music is the film’s soundtrack? 

14. Where do we hear that most people get 

married? 

15. What other film series has both Ian Hart and 

Gemma Jones in it? 

16. What is Nan’s name? 

17. Why is the land that Johnny and Gheorghe 

walk through on fire? 

LINK TO SHORT VERSION 
QUIZ VIDEO

Full answers (apart from bonus) are on the 
last page of this fanzine.

Click here to find out who won and what the 
bonus question and answer were.

https://youtu.be/MM-fWgs9UsU


Just Ask Nan

Ghosted by Rebecca del Tufo
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Q: How do I get mud stains out of farm overalls? 
Do you use Astonish or Biotex? Clover, Somerset

A: Just use a bit of elbow grease, lass, and a firm 
scrubbing brush. Nowt else.

Q: Where do you buy your Bourbon biscuits? I 
find the Tescos ones split easily, which is good 
for people who want to eat the icing separately 
but not so good for the whole biscuit eaters. Do 
you prefer McVities? Chris, Shropshire

A: Don’t talk daft. I just buy the nearest, cheapest 
ones I can see. Who cares about biscuits when 
the cows need looking after?

Q: I have too much ironing. Are there many 
items you can leave unironed which still look OK 
to wear? Clarrie, Borsetshire

A: Are you having a laugh? Everything has to be 
ironed. None of my family members goes out 
without ironed pants, socks and full togs. I 
couldn’t hold my head high in Keighley if our lad 
was unironed. 

Q: Where do you find new recipes? On the 
internet or in magazines? Xavier, Montreal

A: New recipes? Don’t know what you mean. I 
have my Good Housekeeping recipe book my 
Mam bought me in 1958. I’ve never cooked a 
recipe that didn’t come from there and I’m not 
starting now.

I’m trying to teach my family that I’m not the 
tidying fairy. How do you teach youngsters to 
tidy up for themselves? Ana, Romania

Oh, Ana! You too. Well, dream on and good luck 
with that! But tell me, if you are from Romania –
do you really like that sheep’s cheese? Our 
Johnny says it’s good but I’m not sure. 

How do you clean your toilet? I don’t like bleach 
but have heard white vinegar works. Renton, 
Edinburgh

Bleach, every day – after our John has been in 
there, it’s disgusting. Vinegar is for chips. 

Have you got a recommendation for a good 
holiday destination? Katherine, Northumberland

Well, me and Martin’s dad went to Mrs 
Braithwaite’s B&B in Blackpool for our 
honeymoon in 1963 – that was nice. And we took 
Martin on a couple of day trips to Whitby when 
he was a nipper. But now, I find that a day out in 
Harrogate with a cup of tea at Betty’s is enough 
for anyone.



Wide As The Sky (Fan Fiction)
by Persiflager (Available here)

This is the GOCFanFamily’s favourite piece of fan fiction. 

Thank you to the author for sharing it with us here. 
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Gheorghe stays.

He moves into John’s bedroom and shares his narrow 
single bed. It’s a tight squeeze but neither of them minds, 
and they both sleep like the dead after working their 
backsides off each day. They have sex every night before 
they go to sleep, quiet as they can manage, and 
afterwards Gheorghe holds John close like he’s a lamb 
that needs the warmth. It might be true, at that; John 
thinks that he might die if he didn’t have it, after being 
cold for so long.

John’s nan seems to approve of Gheorghe staying, by the 
way she irons his things along with John’s, but she resents 
his intrusions into the kitchen. There’s a silent, bitter war 
over the sheep’s cheese in the fridge that lasts for weeks 
until John and Gheorghe come back from their first 
farmer’s market with an empty basket and a bundle of 
bank notes.

“Right,” says John’s nan when she sees it. “We’ll be 
needing a bigger fridge then.”

They go out. There’s an Indian restaurant in the next 
village over and John takes Gheorghe there to celebrate. 
He lets Gheorghe order for both of them and the food’s 
good - spicy, but good. They have a couple of beers and 
the waitress puts a candle on the table and John realises, 
belatedly, that they’re on a date. He’s never been on a 
date before. Gheorghe’s smiling, his eyes bright in the 
candlelight, and John decides that dates are alright.

John’s dad doesn’t get any better but he doesn’t get any 
worse, so that’s something. John helps him get washed 
and that but his nan does most of the looking after. 
Gheorghe mostly stays out of the way but one day John 
comes in late to find Gheorghe and his dad talking, or as 
near to talking as you can get when his dad struggles to 
get each word out. He leaves them to it but the next day 
he can’t resist asking his dad what that was about.

John has ideas of his own. He talks them over with 
Gheorghe while they’re out in the fields and then with his 
dad and his nan in the evening, sitting at the table with 
pen and paper trying to make the numbers work. He finds 
himself making lists:

1) Fridge for
cheese.

2) Back fence at top acre.
3) Call bank re: loan.
4) Check date of next market
5) Speak to supermarket distributor at next auction.

For the past year he hasn’t thought further ahead than 
the job at hand, not since he realised that his life was 
going to be nothing but hard graft during the day and 
trying to forget about it at night. Now his future is wide 
open, wide as the sky, and he has more ideas than will fit 
in his head.

John thinks some more and adds another idea to the list:

6) Get wed.

Which is of course when Gheorghe leans over his 
shoulder, because he’s a nosy fucker.

“Who are you marrying?”

John’s face heats. “It’s just an idea. Don’t have to be a big 
deal or nowt. Just want to make sure you can stay, if we 
leave the EU like.”

Gheorghe hums in approval and rests his chin on John’s 
shoulder. He smells of cheese. “Very romantic.”

“Fuck off,” says John as he leans his head back against 
Gheorghe’s chest. He knows that he’s not romantic, that 
he wouldn’t even have the first clue where to start. He’s 
not good with words and even if he was he doubts there 
are words in existence that could describe how he feels 
about Gheorghe. Gheorghe makes him feel like the first 
time he birthed a lamb and saw it stand on its four wobbly 
legs, all new and wet and miraculous.

“No, it’s a good idea.” Gheorghe kisses his ear. “You need 
to call the vet in the morning.”

John writes that down. “I’m glad you stayed.” 

“Yes,” says Gheorghe. “I’m glad too.” Fin

https://archiveofourown.org/works/12180492


Fashion Pages

Mid Module Portfolio Project on Rural Farming Chic, 
Styled By Robyn and University Boy
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BOTTOM LEFT
Nan wears her favourite blue floral blouse, 
which she bought in 1995 in the Summer 

Sales at Laura Ashley on a day trip to 
Harrogate. Her Aran style knit is made with 
wool from her own Swaledale sheep. The 

pattern is not available to the public. Every 
good farmer knows the value of a padded 

waistcoat. Hers is from Boyes.

TOP RIGHT

Gheorghe sports a light grey T-shirt from 
Asda over a darker grey top from 

Morrisons. The green overalls are by The 
Yorkshire Farm Clothing Co. Johnny wears 
a Tesco hoodie over his own top. The blue 
overalls are hand-me-downs from his dad. 

Pouts models’ own.



A Queer Kind of Redemption in a Broken Landscape

Review of God’s Own Country by Saffron Vickers Walkling images by Fay Godwin

This is Saffron’s blog post, available in full here.
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Yorkshire born writer and director Francis Lee has crafted 
a starkly beautiful poem of a film. It is a queer romance 
between a young farmer, Johnny Saxby, and a Romanian 
migrant worker, Gheorghe Ionescu, set on a struggling 
farm in the Pennines with Johnny’s disabled father and 
long-suffering Nan. Rich in allusion and metaphor, it is also 
a film about family, loneliness and belonging. Starting in a 
dark and troubled place it opens up into a quietly 
optimistic story about the redemptive nature of love and 
lambing, and the joy of cheese-making…

Francis Lee’s pictures remain in my head. A single magpie 
trapped in a cage; a hen pecking at her broken egg; Nan 
ironing, the pyjamas of her stroke-stricken son spread out 
on her ironing board like his limp body. This is a film about 
men and masculinity, but the women are always there 
even in their absence. Nan is the only consistent female 
presence throughout; her life is measured out in laundry 
baskets, emotionally and physically exhausted by keeping 
her menfolk in clean clothes and fed on home slaughtered 
chicken stew. She doesn’t appear to ever go into Keighley 
for a coffee morning or a Bingo night. She certainly isn’t 
up on a hilltop doing Tai Chi with Helen Mirren as 
in Calendar Girls. For one moment she allows herself a 
tight-lipped hum whilst pegging out the clothes, only for 
near tragedy to strike a moment later. When the 
charming Gheorghe enters their world she is caught 
between relief that her grandson has finally found a “good 
lad”, exasperation at the extra cleaning up and laundry

This now entails, but also, she intimates a silent fear that 
this new love could be the end of the farm and the family 
if it entices Johnny away. “He’s here to work,” she 
stresses. As for the missing mothers, they are mentioned 
once then never again, but their absence lingers. 
Gheorghe’s mother teaches English in Romania, he tells 
us, explaining that this is why he can understand whatever 
it was Johnny’s dad just said about sheep and the fell 
(when I, a native English speaker who has lived in 
Yorkshire for twenty years, couldn’t quite catch it…) 
“Fancy,” says Nan, but doesn’t follow it up. (Nobody ever 
follows up any of Gheorghe’s attempts to share anything 
about his life, I notice.) Johnny Saxby’s mother ran away –
without her son – to be a hairdresser, unable to bear 
another winter of hilltop isolation with her husband’s dour 
family. The simplicity of the central love story is only 
surface deep. Underneath are complex hidden histories 
that are both personal and culturally significant. Gheorghe 
says he has left Romania because his country is dead, but 
he has arrived in another place of “spectacular 
desolation”, of closed down mills and demising farms, as 
Ted Hughes described the area in his preface to The 
Remains of Elmet.

On the Film Programme Lee talked about the influence 
on God’s Own Country of Fay Godwin’s photographs, 
which had inspired and accompanied Hughes’ poems, and 
the poem “These grasses of light/Which think they are 
alone in the world” particularly resonated here for me.
With its handheld camera in close-up on these rocks and 
grasses and wind-chidden faces, the soundscape replacing 
language to evoke the beauty and the cruelness of a West 
Riding April, Lee’s film also reminded me a little of Andrea 
Arnold’s Wuthering Heights. It is a landscape full of the 
ghosts of damaged lovers, not just of Cathy and Heathcliff, 
but the real life Plath and Hughes, too. Plath is buried up

https://saffronmuses.wordpress.com/2017/10/19/francis-lee-gods-own-country-2017/
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at Heptonstall, that heavy slate sky now leaning on her for 
eternity.

And the first half of the film threatens to overwhelm with 
loss and loneliness. Think kitchen sink drama and Kes. 
Johnny is a “miserable, miserable young boy with 
troubles” trapped by his sense of duty in a dying family, 
trying and failing to save their dying farm. He “used to be 
funny” his old school friend reminds him and informs us, 
something that is, frankly, hard to believe. The first sex 
scene, at a cattle market with a trainee auctioneer, is 
shocking in its emotional detachment, but not anywhere 
near as shocking as the scene that awaits him when he 
gets back from selling the heifer. A newborn calf lies near 
dead on the concrete floor. He’d only stopped for a 
sandwich and a three minute encounter in the back of the 
cattle truck, I can’t help thinking, but even that was too 
long away from his responsibilities at the farm. “You could 
have saved that”, his father says, before making his son 
shoot it in the head. Lordy, no wonder the poor boy is a 
near alcoholic and lacks emotional intelligence. But I guess 
they can’t afford a vet.

It’s a film that doesn’t shy away from the violence, 
including the sexual violence, between its two main 
characters, either. For all his doe-eyed charm, the much 
put-upon Gheorghe has his own demons, and at times 
responds to both racism and infidelity with threats of, or 
actual, physical aggression. And in a deeply troubling 
moment, Johnny attempts to sexually assault his future 
boyfriend in a manner that had me worrying all the way 
home about how to instil an understanding of consent in 
my sons. I hated those old films in which women would 
get “ravished” by a cad but somehow ended up falling in 
love with them. So it is testimony to this film’s nuance 
that it can take such an action and turn it around. I did ask 
myself if I would have responded in the same way if it had 
been a heterosexual coupling, but it wasn’t, and I think 
that was the point. 

This happened because it was two men and one of them 
perceived the other as a threat. Rather than minimising it, 
the almost documentary style of the filming critiqued 
these troubling traits of masculinity and male 
competition.

And then, interwoven with the graphic farming scenes and 
the unromanticised naked bodies, were shots of daffodils 
and little baa-lambs and all those paschal tropes of rebirth 
and forgiveness. I felt it was a tremendous privilege to see 
a lamb being brought into the world in such an intense 
and personal way, and even the stillbirth later of another 
lamb ended up being something ultimately positive, as its 
skinned fleece, when put on a runt, led to the latter being 
accepted and suckled by the dead lamb’s mother. At times 
I felt like I was witnessing the answer to somebody else’s 
prayer. Gheorghe’s skills at husbandry extended beyond 
the care of livestock to include the members of the 
household, too, as through his presence they gradually 
remembered how to be a family. Johnny’s very slow 
metamorphosis from a morose, monosyllabic misanthrope 
to a loving son and grandson, caring farmer and sweet 
young lover was incredibly moving, especially to me as the 
mother of a very young boy who already finds it difficult 
to express his emotions and develop friendships. When 
Johnny bathed his father who was unable to bathe 
himself, it was a powerfully dramatic moment, but it was 
the smallness of many of his new kindnesses that made 
his rebirth seem real: tending a sheep with antiseptic, 
leaping up to hold open the door for his Nan and take her 
load. (Whatever next? I thought. Washing the dishes? 
Doing his own ironing?) And, if I’m taking this idea of a 
queer redemption in a broken landscape too far, well, it is 
hardly my fault. If you have a dark-haired bearded young 
man sitting atop a hill cuddling a lamb, what can you 
expect? You don’t have to be religious to get that 
Gheorghe is a veritable Saviour for Johnny’s Everyman. 
Reader, I think he may have married him. 

Which takes me back to the scrap of nursery rhyme in the 
magpie image: one for loneliness, two for joy. 
So much of this film was communicated through pictures 
and natural sounds rather than by words. In fact, it is the 
soundscape of the film that underscores its 
unapologetically romantic second half. Gheorghe had his 
own special wind theme that was associated with him, 
bringing change and spring. When he first took Johnny’s 
hand whilst mending the breached drystone wall we 
heard curlews.Collared doves cooed at the riverbank, 
swallows chirruped in the barns and outside the bedroom 
window. Birds that make nests together stay together. 
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And whereas the first half was all mud and violence, the 
second half focussed on domesticity, on cooking a meal, 
putting flowers on a table, making sheep cheese in a 
pretty floral tea towel, and if nobody ever quite managed 
to say “I love you” to each other, they learned how to let 
love in.

Like My Beautiful Laundrette and Maurice, two films 
which – along with the televised version of Jeanette 
Winterson’s Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit – helped me 
to come out in my late teens, this was a liberating, 
hopeful, inclusive portrayal of same-sex love. Which 
person, gay or straight, female or male, hasn’t put on the 
jumper left behind by a first girlfriend or boyfriend? I went 
to see God’s Own Country because it was LGBTQ themed 
and also because it was set in my adopted home of 
Yorkshire. However, the other relationships in the film 
turned out to be as affecting, and in quite unexpected 
ways. I found myself walking home from the cinema 
across the Knavesmire, in the rain, tears streaming down 
my face for my daughter who has grown up and flown the 
nest, my little sons who don’t yet realise how difficult 
becoming a man will sometimes be, and myself because I 
hadn’t allowed myself to process all these things yet.

I then went to see the film a second time with my friend, 
an ex-shepherdess, driving out past fields of sheep to 
Thirsk, the heart, not only of God’s, but also of James 
Herriot’s country. I was mildly entertained by the 
whispered commentary behind me in the Ritz Cinema 
during some of the slightly racier of the film’s scenes –
“Well, I never,” and “Goodness me!” One of the retired 
volunteers asked the audience nervously as we came out 
if we had been shocked. 

“Not at all” I said, which was a lie, because I had been 
shocked, just not at the things she meant. “It’s great to see 
positive gay representation on the screen,” I added. “Oh,” 
she said. 

Afterwards ex-shepherdess and I sat in a provincial pub 
and whilst I was musing over the metaphors in God’s Own 
Country, she was more concerned about the practicalities. 
Who would inherit the farm if they were both men and 
couldn’t have children? As a lesbian parent myself that 
was easy to answer and I offered various Adam and Ian 
type scenarios from The Archers. But the farm, she said, 
how is it possibly going to survive in this environment, 
even with two young men to do the work?

That’s where the cheese comes in, surely? I said. You 
know, the artisan Romanian cheese making micro business 
they’ll set up to save the family fortunes. I’m sure there 
was a snippet of a documentary about a reopened mill 
somewhere in the background of the film. And what about 
that wonderfully, bucolically nostalgic film footage of 
farms at the end, with the sons taking over from the 
fathers?

But darn-it, it’s like the First World War ruining Forster’s 
happy ending for Maurice and the gamekeeper, Alec. The 
nation has only gone and voted for Brexit.
I choose to ignore that reality for now, and believe in a 
fantasy where an outsider can come into a community and 
redeem it. I go home to listen to A Winged Victory for the 
Sullen, and Patrick Wolf:

And I long to be carried on
Just once to be lifted strong
Out of the loneliness
And the emptiness
Of the days

https://saffronmuses.wordpress.com/2017/10/06/my-lgbt-icons-johnny-and-omar-but-what-about-caroline-and-kate-lgbt-history-month-2015/
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Top Tip: Adapt colour to 

boyfriend type

The Gheorghe Jumper: This 
(Yorkshire) Spring’s Essential 

Fashion Item

Knitted by Gheorghe from a pattern sent by his 
mother, this jumper has seen the highs and the lows 
of his and Johnny’s relationship, but it still wears and 
washes well, which is fortunate as it tends to get 
muddy when worn during the lambing season.

Top Tip: Adapt colour to boyfriend type
To get your hands on a copy of this pattern, send a 
SAE and a Postal Order for £2.75 to:

Saxby-Ionescu
Enterprises
PO Box 700
Keighley
West Riding 

GOCFanFamily Trivia: 

The unisex Gheorghe Jumper craze appears to have been started 
by the Gaults of Glasgow shortly after the film’s release. It was 
then hashtagged by our very own Gordon and has since been 
spotted up and down the country in coffee shops, university 
libraries and staff Christmas parties. #GheorgheJumper. 
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We aim to be fair in our adoration of GOC stars, but whereas Alec got a dozen white roses, Josh 
just got a mug and some mouldy old cheese, Patsy didn’t even get a standing ovation because by 
the time we had struggled out of our bean bags at her play the moment had passed, and Francis, 
who had the vision for the whole thing in the first place has never been sent anything other than 
repeat requests for signed postcards… But we love you all, plus Gemma, Martin, Chris, Laura, 
Helena, John the Farmer, Francis’ dad and everyone else who made this film happen for us xxxx

The GOCFanFamily embraces a wide 
range of people  – a lawyer, a couple 
of lecturers, a film editor, several 
people who write for a living, self-
employed business people, NHS staff, 
administrators, students.

We are all slightly obsessive and enjoy 
watching our favourite films over and 
over again. Many of us also love 
theatre.  But obviously we are people 
who spend too much time in front of 
a computer or on our phones… But 
who cares? As we slip into 
Armageddon, what better place to 
find solace than God’s Own Country. 

GOCFanFamily Fandom
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Francis Lee’s team not only reflects modern gender equality practices, but also the all-important 
50:50 inclusion of men with beards

Cinematographer Joshua James Richards filming God’s Own Country, directed by Francis Lee

Thank you to Mike Myshko for sharing this shot of the shooting of this shot in God’s Own Country

Filming the Film



Engineer of Radiance

(a glosa inspired by God’s Own Country)
by Christopher Mahoney
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you pinnacle of my life, stand with me on this brink
half-clouded basin caked in flat grays, the very demise of green

you have surmounted the craggy boundary between us.
you open a place for me in earth, receiving my song

(from ‘continental divide’ by D. A. Powell)

Silent dawn perforated by a shotgun blast of pain
rolling up the sides of hills older than the gods.

The whole world at once destroyed and made again
sprung from a forehead split open with force like lovers reuniting. 

Speech is armour, love unexpressed. 
Empty the account, discharge the barrels, sick in the sink

Tumble and spin and lurching heavy head,
Can’t see for the light is old and late arriving.

The falling away of time and love, and the heart’s link,
you pinnacle of my life, stand with me on this brink.

My wonder isn’t lost for good but might be straying.
Time bending back folds itself like clothes won’t.

Our story is told clear, in ways life memory might resist,
moving and swelling, lightspeed caught in a gravity well

churning like the sea I can only pretend to smell from here,
redolent of heart’s beating salt blood, home of lean

hunters and their prey, unreliable narrator of my self
and the living, changing, straining, failing, trying me.

A photograph, a frame, love stood awestruck in the scene,
half-clouded basin caked in flat grays, the very demise of green.

We wrote our own stories to reach this point,
socks, sex, wants, and needs set down in clear strokes

and we’ll come together to speak our truth.
We are a love poem written on our bodies, 

soft hair, open eyes and mouths, hot breath leaping up, 
live wires, our dance not refined, all tough edges and rough cuts.

I heard birdsong and the thrum of all life’s teeming flood,
the ache of loss in you. I have much to give you, too.

We mended a wall and then in breaking, mended trust,
you have surmounted the craggy boundary between us.

A poet once wrote: this piece of country matters;
another once wrote that light can flower in a dark country

but this takes experts in illumination, engineers of radiance.
These words aren’t mine but they are true,

engineer of radiance, expert in illumination,
you cast not a shadow but a path both bright and long.

We live on the hills not the sea so our time dilates
like my pupils when you finally kissed my lips.

My eyes open wide to take in the light you’ve shone,
you open a place for me in earth, receiving my song
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Meet the People Behind the Film 

We see interviews with stars and directors, but what about the people we don’t see but whose work is integral to 
the end result? We asked some of the behind the scenes folk about their roles in the film’s production.
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Q: What's your best memory?
A: For me it was seeing God's Own Country outside the 
Curzon cinema in Soho - this was my first feature film 
and while I knew it was very special I couldn't quite 
connect the idea of something I worked on being so big. 
In fact every time I saw a poster for it I was pinching 
myself!

Q: What projects are you working on?
A: I've just finished working on Shane Meadows' new 
series for Channel 4 which will be coming soon!

Q: What was your role in the process of making God's 
Own Country?
A: I was the assistant editor, meaning I was first to get 
the rushes from set. I would sync them with the audio 
and make sure they looked right before getting them to 
our editor Chris. I'd then send them off to whoever 
needed to see them before the next day’s shoot!

Q: How did you get involved?
A: I was lucky enough to work with Chris on the 
previous job and he was able to bring me straight over 
onto God's Own Country. He sent me the script before 
we started and I couldn't stop reading it - I actually 
missed my stop on the train home and had to double 
back because I was so absorbed.

Q: What was the most interesting aspect of your work? 
A: I hadn't previously worked on anything that was so 
visual - usually my job focusses on dialogue and making 
sure that's in sync but there wasn't much dialogue to 
look for! It let me appreciate the footage in a totally 
different way, and having been raised around Keighley 
it was particularly lovely to see how the landscape had 
been used.

Q: What was the most challenging aspect of your 
work?
A: The commute to the edit house was a struggle -
particularly when it snowed! We were working at the 
top of the very steep hill in Haworth, and I was staying 
down in the valley a few towns over. I was always 
impressed that the bus managed to get me there 
almost every day (I had to make the climb myself a 
couple of times). Thankfully I was able to stay indoors 
to work - I didn't envy everyone out on set in that 
authentic Yorkshire weather!

Helena Beesom

Laura Hart

Q: What was your role in the process of making God's 
Own Country?
A: I was the Dialect Coach on the film.

Q: How did you get involved?
A: Many years ago (far more than I care to recall) I 
taught Francis at drama school where he trained as an 
actor

Q: What was the most interesting aspect of your work?
A: The same as on any job – working hard to build trust 
with the actors as quickly as possible; get a a sense of 
how they like to learn and understand their capacity for 
picking up accents, I struck lucky on this job as the 
actors were all interested and focussed on doing their 
best.

Q: What was the most challenging aspect of your work?
A: Making sure that Francis was happy with the 
accents. He’s from the area and so I knew that he would 
not compromise when it came to authenticity.
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The most interesting aspect of editing for me is always 
the development of the film during the shooting and 
how it grows day by day and the form it takes - Because 
Francis shot GOC mostly chronologically it meant that 
we were able to formulate ideas sooner rather than 
later and although Francis didn’t want to see any 
material edited during the shoot we always had a least 
three conversations a day!

The challenging part of most films is always the juggling 
of material and what do you leave out - sometimes there 
can be additional challenges but the experience of 
collaborating with Francis was always a positive and 
happy one -There is also a period for Director/Editor 
teams when you have to start showing the film to others 
and that can feel quite bruising at times.

I don’t have a single special memory but the whole 
experience is one big happy memory! I loved our edit 
house in Haworth and I can’t imagine the film having 
been edited anywhere else! Stomping out on the moors 
every morning before digging in for the day was a key 
part of the process and although it can never be proven I 
don’t think we would  have had the same edit if we had 
been in a Soho facility.

I also loved our very special screenings we had at The 
Hyde Park Picture House - it’s a very important part of 
the process to see the film ‘big’ during the edit and 
Wendy was unbelievably kind and supportive to allow us 
to have screenings there. I’m hopeless at anecdotes!
I’m currently working with my longest serving 
director/collaborator and friend Yann Demange on 
‘White Boy Rick’ - see link

Unfortunately my NDA means I cannot add more!

Q: What's your best memory?
A: Working with an incredibly talented group of people 
and having a good feeling from the start that this 
project was very special.

Q: Do you have any anecdotes that you think would 
particularly interest the GOCFanFamily? 
A: Going to the ‘Saxby’ farm for the first time along 
with Ian Hart; Jon the farmer is a big character and he 
regaled us with lots of stories about his life, the area 
etc. It was brilliant research and extremely entertaining 
- although it was muddy and cold both inside and 
outside the farmhouse! Another time, Gemma Jones 
and I trotted into Keighley one early afternoon to do 
some research, the plan was to go to the inside market; 
being the townies that we are we’d neglected to 
consider Wed half day closing. We wandered around a 
bit more before ending up in the Asda café earwigging 
on conversations but people seemed very suspicious 
and we managed to render most people silent which is 
quite a feat in Keighley!

Q: What projects are you working on next?
A: My work with business people is ongoing which is a 
different conversation but I hope to have a small 
involvement in Liam Thomas’s (from the pub scene) new 
theatre company in Scarborough. I’ll post more on 
Twitter when info is out there but I know he’d love 
GOCFanFamily to come along to the show which opens 
late March.

Chris Wyatt

I was the editor on ‘God’s Own Country’ and was 
approached via my agent and Anna Duffield (one of the 
executive producers) with whom I had worked before -
although there’s a twist of fate involved that I’m saving 
until March! And if it doesn’t crop up then I will reveal at a 
later stage!

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4537896/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
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There was a sad young 
man called John

Who thought that his 
hope was all gone

But from out of the 
blue

All the way from the 
EU

Came a heart to rest 
his tired head on

There was a young man from West Riding

by Gordon Crawford
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EXTRAS

Nan’s secret love of poetry

Although the words she speaks aloud are 
brief and blunt, Nan has long cherished a 
copy of Sylvia Plath’s Ariel, given to her by 
the love of her life (not a Saxby). But does 
she write her own?

Martin gets behind cheese 
making business

After all, they’re good lads and this is the 
21st Century. He’s glad he quietly voted 
Remain because they had a Polish worker 
a few years back when things were tough.

FAST FACTS

99% 
on Rotten Tomatoes

110% 
In our hearts

WHAT THE BULGARIANS SAY
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God’s Own Country, a Poem

By Tony Reeves

Retching and puking's how each day began
Glugging down milk while ignoring nan.
Out on the quad alcohol still numbing

If you think I am clearing your sick up again
You've got another thing coming.

Gheorghe a stranger from a foreign land
Comes to work on the farm and lend a hand.

Howling wind rain sleet and snow
It's beautiful here but lonely, No!

A runt lamb that Gheorghe keeps in good health
But Johnny’s opinion is suit yourself.

Rough sex in a cattle wagon, a roll in the mud
Impassioned embrace in the barn

Could this be love.
The second stroke nearly took dad

So now it's all on your shoulders lad
Dad survives but things aren't all clear

Daffodils on the table Gheorghe makes pasta and beer
Milking sheep, making very good cheese

It's perfect for me
But nans not best pleased.

She finds a condom, her curiosity grows
He's here to work, so long as you know

Boys go t'pub and have a good chat
Gheorghe gets barred after a xenophobic spat

John in the toilet, but not on his own
Caught red handed by Gheorghe who storms home.

All on his own Johnny's angry and sombre
Smashes up the caravan then finds the

#GheorgheJumper
On a coach and everything to Scotland John goes

To find his Gheorghe and settle his woes
Gheorghe plays hard ball he's been hurt before

John tells him he doesn't want to be a fuck up anymore.
You're a freak you're a faggot they say with smile

With a kiss and hug the journey seems worth while.
John's head on Gheorghe’s shoulder on the coach back home

New life in Yorkshire neither of them alone.
Caravan towed the boys smile at each other
Front door closes on their happy ever after.



On God’s Own Country Reviews

Ode to the redemptive power of love amongst the forgotten
by Andrew
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Avoiding the sanitising glamour of Brokeback Mountain, 
without the fear of gay sex that undermined the wonderful 
Moonlight, and rooted in truth and reality as much as Call Me 
By Your Name was set free to be a poetic fantasy; this film is 
the story of people whose lives, even now, are rarely explored 
by film makers, and not just because they are gay. Rural, 
poor, migrant, isolated in a myriad of ways, such people's 
lives are seldom properly considered by mainstream art in any 
form. 

Cinema, including gay cinema, has its stock plots, its 'go-to’ 
characters and places; coming-out, urban life, sexual 
discovery, coming of age, discos, drugs, secret passion, 
hidden love. But there are other pivotal points in any gay 
man’s life, other stories, other paths to loving others. 

Our young gay man, John Saxby, 'out' to himself and at least 
comfortable practicing an active ‘don’t ask don’t tell’ policy’, 
is already trammelled by the loss of tenderness from his life at 
a young age, by the hardscrabble isolated north-country 
farming way, perhaps exacerbated by the “just get on wi’ it” 
Yorkshire culture he originates from, the same culture which 
both drives his sense of duty to family and commitment to his 
labours, and may also be responsible for crippling his 
emotional development, for closing him down even before he 
has begun to know the world and find himself a real place in 
it. But is he yet just a lost lamb?  

This is a story as much about the redemptive power of any 
love, as it is about a budding romance. Our boy drinks until he 
passes out or pukes, pursues sex just until physically sated, 
and resorts to casual and sometimes pointed racism. His 
redeemer, Gheorghe, his shepherd, is another marginalised 
character, a migrant worker, who turns out not to be quite 
the trope we expect when he ‘the handsome stranger’ first 
shows up. 

This man is not made so easy to read, even as he is on the 
receiving end of John’s unthinking abuse he is wise enough to 
know what is happening, and strong enough to call it out, but 
seems to recognise even then that it is just the manifestation 
of ‘Johnny boy’s’ unhappiness, no more deeply rooted than 
the daffodils he later brings to his 'abuser'. ("I know what you 
are doing, I will fuck with you"). He draws a line but infers 
some understanding. 

And sometimes, with understanding there's nothing to forgive. 
The understanding between these two grows stronger every day 
as they tackle ‘The (farm) work’. John at first grudgingly leading, 
then side by side, John accepting, and ultimately following 
Gheorghe, who in every deed shows himself to be, if not 
immediately happier or better off with his lot, at least moving 
through the world with enough grace to catch something better 
if it presents.  

Out of understanding, a wary appreciation grows in our lad for 
Gheorghe, and from here an intimacy that becomes a 
burgeoning love that quite literally saves the younger man from 
himself and from the desperate and destructive loneliness that 
would otherwise have been his fate. 
That the story is so spare with dialogue reflects the protagonists, 
as well as the writer-director’s understanding of cinema. In real 
life (unlike the Movies) not everyone is a garrulous stream of 
unfiltered expositional ramblings. 

If this film isn't for everyone, it is their loss. Sensitivity to other 
people, their struggles, the otherness of each of us, and perhaps 
a willingness not to judge too quickly, might be the hallmark of 
the film’s natural audience; but even for a middle aged and 
battle hardened curmudgeon like me, being enveloped in a 
narrative that for the first time spoke to the reality of my 
internal life, made it the finest movie I've seen in a decade, 
maybe ever, and I give thanks that there are people who want to 
tell such stories and who can do so with such elegiac aplomb.



On Josh O’Connor, BIFA Best Actor

by  Chris Mahoney
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In December 2017, I wrote about Josh O’Connor of God’s 
Own Country, an astounding film by Francis Lee. This was 
the night of the British Independent Film Awards, when 
God’s Own Country was named Best British Independent 
Film of 2017. Josh O’Connor was awarded Best Actor the 
same night. All of us in the God’s Own Country Fan Family 
(did we have the name then??) were following the awards 
in real time and loving every moment. 

I wanted to express two main feelings that night.  I was 
passionately fired up about the love for and recognition of 
a wave-break moment in queer cinema.  I also wanted to 
talk about acting from the perspective of a practitioner, 
but pointedly from the perspective of a reluctantly-former 
actor wanting to hold up a hand in solidarity with 
everything from hard work and lack of understanding 
from just about everyone, to tremendous joy, ecstasy, and 
the blood rush of passion for creation and engagement 
with others.

I believe in acting as representative of something we all 
need in our lives.  Patsy Rodenberg has talked about 
actors being ‘present’ with others, especially in times of 
difficulty. Actors engage truthfully with others. It’s about 
the body as a starting place. It’s not an exaggeration to 
say that actors are important to us in daily life. We can 
learn a lot from them. Emotional connection is stronger 
when everyone is fully present in each moment (when this 
is embodied). This is a gift we can give each other all the 
time, and it’s never just about entertainment or playing a 
character better. 

Josh O’Connor’s performance in God’s Own Country is a 
remarkable example of essential, truthful storytelling and 
transformation. I wrote at the time, “If you have seen the 
film only once, please see it a second time – I challenge 
you to avoid gasping to see him at the story’s start again, 
nearly unrecognisable from the film’s conclusion.” Seeing 
the film only once doesn’t seem to be a problem for many 
of us!

I’ve fortunately met Josh O’Connor once, at his BAFTA 
Rising Star screening in January 2018.  He’s obviously 
incredibly warm, friendly, and also incredibly patient, 
spending a lot of time with a group of strangers (including 
our crew of jumper wearers!).  My positive feeling from 
the night of the BIFA awards, before I’d met him, was 
simply reinforced meeting him personally.  On the night of 
the BIFAs, accepting his Best Actor award, he mentioned 
the friendship between the cast and the film’s writer and 
director, Francis Lee.  I can’t speak enough to the idea that 
trust and friendship on set or on stage is the best path to 
truth in the performance and the story, and it was great to 
hear how important this is for other actors too.

Josh also spoke about how the award wasn’t his alone, but 
that it was because of his work with Alec Secareanu on 
the film that he was able to achieve what he had in his 
performance (what they had achieved, together). Alec, for 
his part, said just before the ceremony that he hoped Josh 
would win (as a Best Actor nominee himself, I’ve done 
Alec a disservice waiting until now to mention his part in 
this). 
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So on that night, writing about all this, I wanted to talk about how much I value actors and how important I 
think they are, and I also wanted to talk about how Josh O’Connor and Alec Secareanu trusted Francis Lee and 
his friendship with them fully, in order to make a film about the physicality of love – truth in the body – and tell 
the story in a completely open, honest way.  I also wanted to talk that night about how important it is that this 
is a queer story, told in this open, honest way.  In God’s Own Country, the characters played by Josh and Alec 
start with little to say but much to show, and in being present with each other embody what they need.  When 
actors tell truth, they transcend character and performance.  And we’re swept along.

I wrote about this on that night to say congratulations to Josh O’Connor for his award for his terrific acting, but 
also to say thank you to him in as personal a way as possible for his incredible speech talking about the 
friendship involved in the making of the film, and the acknowledgement of what it meant to have a great scene 
partner, not just in terms of a kind of choreography of performance, but in relation to telling truth.  For many of 
us, these are still sadly the truths we don’t see told so directly and so fully on screen and in other 
representations of our lives.  

There was so much I wanted to say and write that night, but in my feeling of solidarity, I wanted to write about 
this particular aspect of what was a wonderful evening overall for God’s Own Country, the cast, crew, and 
Francis Lee.  What Josh said about Alec during his speech (and what I’m sure it meant to Alec – “the best actor 
I’ve ever worked with”) was genuinely moving.  Knowing that Francis Lee was an actor himself makes this even 
more apt.  So much thanks to him also for writing and directing God’s Own Country and having the courage to 
tell this truth, for the incredible cast of fine actors and remarkably talented crew to bring to us.  We have been 
lifted up by hope, buoyed by new friendships, and inspired.

IS HE GOING TO CELEBRATE WITH A NIGHT 
OUT IN BRADFORD? DON’T BE DAFT!



Gheorghe the Good

By Andrew
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It is sometimes said that Acting is the art of Reacting. If so, 
then Alec Secareanu’s performance as the empathetic 
Gheorghe is a masterclass in that art.  

Gheorghe arrives with little visible context, and his 
character unfurls in response to the world around him, 
through his tempered responses to the people and the 
environment he must navigate to survive. Whether by 
moving the lightbulb in the caravan to create a warmer 
ambiance, by running to the top of the hill to breathe in 
the wider world, or by controlling his anger and setting 
boundaries for the nascent relationship with Johnny (‘now 
we can get on with the work’). We learn who he is 
through his reactions. In Alec Secareanu, Francis found an 
actor who provided the character with the widest range of 
the subtlest responses to everything around him.  

We learn few facts about Gheorghe, but we are given 
enough clues to see that he is a survivor. But one who has 
not allowed his trials and tribulations to harden him or 
close him off to the possibility of tenderness, beauty or 
love. He offers it (to the animals in his care and to John) 
without expectation, and though we sometimes see his 
disappointment when his overtures remain hanging in the 
air apparently unnoticed by the Saxby’s, we soon learn he 
will offer it again. It is who he is, he has learnt to care for 
himself and he knows this is what he needs to survive 
intact, beyond feeding and watering himself. He isn’t 
ready to abandon his hopes for a better life.      

In the denouement scene at the potato farm while Johnny 
struggles to express himself, Gheorghe waits, the 
remnants of his anger at John flash very briefly, but soon 
give way to a weariness which in turn quickly dissipates as 
his customary patience allows him to stay, he gives time 
to John to get it right, he gives clues ‘is that it, nothing 
else’, but he knows that unless John finds the words now, 
it won’t work. Alec gives Gheorghe the strength to will it 
on John. To will that John wins his own struggle. When he 
starts to walk away, it is very slowly, he hasn’t given up on 
him, it’s another clue, a push if you will. It works, John 
finds the words, Alec as Gheorghe smiles almost 
imperceptibly as the final dam gives way and John 
releases his inner self and acknowledges his love and his 
need for Gheorghe fully.     Actors like to play ‘bad’, to play 
the villain, it is a cliché to say that such characters are 
more interesting to play. Certainly they tend to telegraph 
their motivations, desires and so on; it takes a very special 
actor to make us believe in his characters essential 
goodness outside of a fairytale. In Alec we have that and it 
is the source of the hopefulness that makes this film so 
extraordinarily powerful and resonant. 
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Gheorghe’s Guide to Animal Husbandry
AKA “bringing your lamb back to life”

Ghosted by  Philippa Vallely

1. Make sure he’s well nourished

…and any wound is properly disinfected
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2. Make sure he’s next to you at all 
times so you can keep an eye on him

…and keep him next to your skin so he’s 
warm and feels loved

3. Give him a new jumper* (*may require skinning another lamb) 

4. Set him free when he’s ready to be loved
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5. If cared for properly, you will always get back what you give, and more-

good cheese… 

…and perhaps a new life



My GOC journey
Extracts from my blog and other stories
by  Claire Dikecoglu
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First post about GOC – March 23rd 2016:

Anonymous asked: Did you hear that Josh is going to be 
in God's own country? I think he's filming it at the 
moment! It's all over Twitter...

Aggh you know what, I saw it had been added to his 
Spotlight a couple of days ago and meant to investigate 
what it was, but I’ve been so busy. Thank you thank you -
I’ve just seen the announcement!! I’m so SO excited about 
this film. The synopsis sounds amazing!

Follow-up post about GOC – March 24th 2016

Josh will be the lead in new movie called “God’s Own 
Country”, from first time writer/director Frances Lee. 
Principle photography has already started and the 
synopsis of the movie is:

God’s Own Country is the story of farmer’s lad Johnny 
(O’Connor) who has shut down emotionally to ensure the 
survival of his family’s struggling farm. When migrant 
labourer Gheorghe (Secareanu) arrives to help with 
lambing time, an intense emotional relationship erupts 
between the two men, forcing Johnny to confront what it 
feels like to love and be loved for the first time.

Sounds great, right? So excited for him!

April 11th 2016

Anonymous asked: Do you follow Francis Lee on 
Instagram? His account is private but he posts pictures of 
Josh and the God's Own Country cast!
No I don’t, but thanks for the tip! I’ve just requested to 
follow him, hopefully he will accept me as I’d love to see 
pics from the film. I’m already super excited about this 
movie. I think it’s going to be gorgeously shot and the 
subject matter is really interesting. Fab for Josh. <3

May 3rd 2016

Anonymous asked: Francis Lee has a pinterest account 
entitled 'Francis Carlton Lee' in which he has a board 
called 'God's Own Country' where he's posted some 
unseen photos of Josh and the cast. I thought you might 
be interested to check it out.
Thank you so much for the heads up - it’s a great find. It 
looks like it might have been used as a bit of a mood 
board and location scout for the movie. I’m so excited for 
this film!! 

January 19th 2017
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February 6th 2017

May 8th 2017

Starting to lose the will to live when GOC screens in the 
Czech Republic and still no London in sight…. June 15th 2017

Day of the BFI screening - August 22nd 2017

Post-BFI screening GIF review – click to enjoy!!!

Extracts from my blog - August 27th 2017

Anonymous asked: Please share more of your thoughts 
about God's Own Country! I saw it last week and still can't 
get it out of my head. What were your favorite parts, scenes 
etc !! I hope it does well because it's really really good, both 
Josh and Alec were fantastic

Hello, thanks for asking me my thoughts on God’s Own 
Country. I had an extremely busy week last week, so since I 
went to see it a second time this weekend, I decided now is 
the best time to share my thoughts.

Firstly, despite sounding like an even more ridiculous fangirl, 
my favourite part of this movie was Josh’s performance. Yeah, 
I know, I know. This isn’t just about Josh though, it’s about 
how the character of Johnny was written as well. The 
transformation that the character goes through is perhaps 
the most compelling part of the entire film. That’s not to 
overlook the quiet and understated skill of Alec Secareanu -
he handled his role with such deft precision. In other hands 
Gheorghe could have been overpowering as a character, too 
much, too scene stealing, but he’s a generous actor and 
gorgeous to boot.

Josh though. Utterly riveting from start to finish. You so rarely 
see actors with the ability to be this refined and this 
restrained in their performance. It transfixed me completely.

Therefore, my favourite part of the whole movie comes at the 
end, when Johnny goes to find Gheorghe and asks him to 
come back. The stress and anguish is all over his face. That 
inability to truly articulate what he needs to say. And in the 
end the breakthrough is a relief for everyone. It’s like you’ve 
been holding your breath the whole time. It’s testament to 
Francis Lee too, that he was so restrained with the boys here. 
The temptation to have a truly romantic union, to push 
Johnny too far into something like saying sorry, or saying I 
love you, must have been hard to resist. It’s just such a 
perfect moment, there’s no other like it.

I also really love the scene with Johnny and his father on the 
hilltop just before he leaves to find Gheorghe. This scene 
makes me cry because it’s another breakthrough, this time 
for both of them. Johnny articulating what he wants for the 
first time in the whole movie is so moving. 

https://twitter.com/claireyfairy1/status/900111124858900480
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That he articulates it in relation to Gheorghe is really 
romantic to me, even though he isn’t in the scene. Because 
we know what it takes for Johnny to ask for something for 
himself, something more than he has. We know that Johnny 
has recognised, through Gheorghe, how destructive his life is 
and that he needs more to survive. That recognition and that 
willingness to ask for it from a father who isn’t really a tyrant, 
but feels like one at times, was really a moment that choked 
me up. And then when he says he’s proud of him, I was 
balling. Again Francis holds back - this reunion between father 
and son, this new understanding, isn’t undermined by 
sentimentality or the temptation to really kill off the audience 
with their tears. It’s so truthful.

Other scenes I really liked: the first sex scene between Johnny 
and Gheorghe for how it’s driven. So the movie sets up a 
truth that Johnny is happy with casual sexual encounters, but 
he drives it, it’s hard work, vicious even. If you really look at 
his sex scene with the local boy (oh the hardship) - there’s a 
close-up on Johnny’s face where his strive to climax is like this 
herculean effort. It’s rough and perfunctory. He just chases 
that climax hard. We don’t see it, but I suspect Johnny’s 
climax is a release and a relief, not necessarily enjoyable. The 
first sex scene with Gheorghe starts with Johnny trying to 
drive the encounter in this same way, but he lets Gheorghe 
change the course. It’s rough and messy quite literally, but I 
see this as quite pivotal and totally fascinating.

(Btw a while ago I saw a post here where two people seemed 
unable to understand why Johnny and Gheorghe fought prior 
to their first sex scene. I thought that was interesting. Since 
it’s one of my favourite scenes, my take: they were fighting 
for dominance over the situation. Johnny is extremely direct, 
he approaches Gheorghe by grabbing his own genitals. 
Gheorghe is a gentle man, with a tender demeanour - this is 
aggressive and given their earlier adversity, to Gheorghe, 
Johnny’s intentions will be unclear. But it’s also indicative of 
Johnny and Gheorghe’s relationship. Despite being gentle, 
tender, loving, kind, Gheorghe is not a walkover. He’s not 
going to let Johnny dominate him. So they struggle because 
Johnny wants something Gheorghe doesn’t want to give him -
total control and a desperate, perfunctory climax.)

That’s why Gheorghe is the so the right person for Johnny. He 
does not put up with his bullshit. He challenges him at every 
stage. When Johnny uses casual racist slurs, he’s very clear he 
will not put up with it. When Johnny refuses to kiss him or 
tries to own the sex, Gheorghe just doesn’t allow it. When 
Johnny is mean to the animal, he intervenes. And when 
Johnny fucks up, Gheorghe is not the kind of man to stick 
around in the escalating behaviour. He calls Johnny on his 
bullshit. But he’s also a good man that sees into Johnny’s soul 
and is willing to try to tame the beast. So when Johnny comes 
looking for him in the end and he tries, of course Gheorghe 
will take him back because he can see the man underneath.

The other scene I really like is when Johnny and Gheorghe are 
in bed and Johnny is asking how to say words in Romanian. 
It’s quite a simple scene, but it symbolises a couple of things 
to me. The quiet domesticity they’ve fallen into. Johnny is 
relaxed, embraced (again not leading/driving their positions) 
and his interest suggests that his earlier xenophobic/racist 
language is thoughtless. That doesn’t make it any less of an 
issue, but it shows that ignorance breeds racist language. 
Johnny doesn’t have to go on a journey from being a racist to 
not being a racist, this is a truth of life - many people use 
xenophobic/racist language without thought, knowledge or 
deeper understanding.

Overall there really wasn’t a scene I didn’t like. The scenes of 
easy domesticity between the two are cosy and warming, 
they make you happy for Johnny even when you’ve rolled 
your eyes hard at him at the beginning for his rude stoicism. I 
read a review recently where the reviewer complained there 
wasn’t any compelling reason why Gheorghe would 
reciprocate Johnny’s feelings. Clearly a man who has never 
relished seeing someone come undone by affection, or 
someone who doesn’t have an interest in people beyond 
what he sees on the surface. What I like about Gheorghe is 
that he’s a healer. He’s a man so full of warmth and affection 
and who likes to help and heal, whether that’s animals, or 
Johnny’s self-loathing. I thought that was brought out very 
clearly in the film.

I think that’s all I’ll say right now. I can expand on any scenes 
if people have specific points they want to chat about. More 
God’s Own Country chat please! And if you haven’t seen it, 
try to get to a screening if you can. It really should have had a 
wider release.

Gheorghe is too perfect questions – Extracts from my blog
9th & 10th September 2017

Gheorghe is such a controversial character!

I have mixed feelings. On the one hand, yes he does seem 
perfect in the context of this film. He’s gorgeous as well as 
caring and kind, that’s true. He also comes across as a 
romantic and a tender lover in the way many men aren’t. 
They don’t need to be Johnny level of repressed to not be 
able to respond romantically or be taken aback by flowers on 
the dinner table.

But he kind of has to be written in that way in order to foil 
Johnny’s self-loathing.
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Is he too perfect? I don’t think so. I see some flaws in 
Gheorghe, the main one being his temper. Johnny provokes 
him, yes, but Gheorghe has a bad temper that is a strike on 
this idea that he’s perfect. But Johnny is such a sod that we 
don’t notice. Gheorghe instigates all the instances of physical 
violence, dispelling the idea that he is the image of caring 
perfection. Like all of us, he has the capacity to love and hurt. 
I present evidence:

* Gheorghe tackles Johnny to the ground and threatens him 
when he angers him with racial slurs.
* Gheorghe slams the drunk guy’s head into the table when 
he angers him with his harassment.
• Gheorghe attacks Johnny physically when he leaves and 

raises a fist to him.

This is a pretty big flaw and what makes him so real to me. 
You think that, because Johnny is so emotionally repressed, 
Gheorghe is mature and admirable and all the rest of it, but 
actually he seems used to using his fists in situations that 
upset him. I was really upset when he raised his fist at Johnny 
even though I knew what Johnny had done was awful. I just 
had higher expectations of him, but I should have been 
prepared by earlier actions.

Further, Gheorghe doesn’t talk either. When he finds Johnny 
having sex in the bathroom he leaves immediately. He 
doesn’t stick around to discuss things, try to understand or
resolve, even though it’s obvious that his almost rejection of 
their future would have sent Johnny into a spiral. Of course in 
the heat of the moment you wouldn’t be able to deal, but to 
leave the country altogether is a flawed choice.

So yes, I personally didn’t feel that he was too perfect, but it’s 
true a lot of people felt he was!

In terms of his motives and how they work together, I 
explored that a little in my favourite scenes post. I think 
Gheorghe took pleasure in seeing Johnny’s change through 
touch. It mirrors his nurturing of the lamb, I think.
I also think Gheorghe has had a tough life and it would have 
been great to know more about it. I hope there’s good stuff 
on the DVD release or something because they’ve said that 
Francis and the boys built out their entire backgrounds and 
history.

Gheorghe Gheorghe, such an enigma. ;) Could get spoilery:
I saw the film a third time tonight and your question was 
going around in my head quite a bit. I’ve already talked a little 
about that here towards the end of the post. But I have some 
more thoughts. :D

I was struck this third time more about how Johnny changes 
throughout the film. We tend to forget that he is more than 
his sullen aggression in the beginning. We remember him as a 
negative, less charming and attractive character, but he’s so 
much more.

Yes, I suppose objectively Gheorghe could do better. But 
that’s not really how the world works when you fall in love. 
And, if at the end of this movie Johnny was still cold, jagged 
and rough, then maybe I’d agree. But with Gheorghe Johnny 
changes. He becomes softer, more open to affection, more 
caring and warmer and, yes, more attractive. His face 
changes. His demeanour changes.

There are moments with Johnny where you see what 
Gheorghe sees in him. Johnny wants to have that closeness, 
he wants that warmth and protection that Gheorghe wants to 
provide. He wants what Gheorghe is willing to give him, he 
never asks for more. They have fun together too. It’s quite 
important that Francis showed those moments because 
they’re what ties them together.

And while Johnny does fuck up, when he asks Gheorghe to be 
with him, he says plainly that he wants to change. That is too 
potent to resist when you’ve fallen for someone, no matter 
how much better you could do.

And I was thinking quite hard about how I think Gheorghe 
sees right through Johnny’s sullen exterior from the start. 
He’s curious about him; he watches him a lot. Those scenes of 
Gheorghe looking feel a lot more loaded when you know 
what happens between them.
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Final post – Extracts from my blog - 13th September 2017

Anonymous asked: God's Own Country sounds/looks 
beautiful! Were there any more scenes that stood out for 
you? Was it a different experience seeing it the second 
time? I don't mind reading spoilers so don't worry about 
that

Thank you everyone for engaging with me these last few 
weeks on God’s Own Country. It has been an immense 
pleasure to keep reliving it through your questions. The film 
has seeped into my bones in a way it probably wouldn’t have 
otherwise. It still hasn’t really left my thoughts….

I started my first post with Josh and that’s how I’ll conclude. 
I’m a performance oriented person you see. While I like 
storytelling and quality writing a great deal, the reason I’ve 
always loved theatre so much is that intimate relationship 
between me and the actor who is embodying the character. I 
can get extremely carried away by it; I spend a lot of time in 
small theatres!

So one of the things that stood out for me more the third 
time I watched it was that change in Johnny as portrayed so 
beautifully and fully by Josh O’Connor. I think I forgot just 
how much pleasure Johnny gets from his fledgling 
relationship with Gheorghe. That’s as gorgeously portrayed as 
the anguish of the emotions Johnny is feeling in the final 
scene that I highlighted in my last post. A review I quoted 
recently sums this up really nicely:

[…] once the romance has begun, Johnny embraces it with 
almost naive enthusiasm […]

Johnny’s wide eyed excitement is really enjoyable to watch. 
He has gone through this immense change and we’re along 
for the ride with him. At various points after Johnny has 
accepted his relationship with Gheorghe we see someone 
that is almost another man, sneaking erotically charged 
glances across a room, laughing, teasing and respecting 
someone for the first time. It’s secret and private and even 
when Johnny tries to be the man we saw at the beginning -
sullen and moody - he’s unconvincing, broken down by a 
couple of kisses and malleable to Gheorghe’s will.

It’s no surprise really that some of the most stand out scenes 
are the interactions between the two men. That charged 
chemistry between the actors is incredibly believable.
I’ve touched briefly on it before, but there’s a scene in the 
film that is post-coital and it’s really a turning point for 
Johnny. It’s before he really changes in this way, but it’s 
probably one of the most important scenes in the film. It’s the 
only scene in which both characters are completely open 
both physically and emotionally. 

As they sit together, semi-naked, but comfortable, Johnny 
reveals some things about himself personally that it’s quite 
obvious he hasn’t spoken about to anyone before. This raw 
nakedness is really touching. He finds it hard to look 
Gheorghe in the eye as he speaks, picking at a scab on his 
hand as a distraction, but he draws in the audience, doubling 
down on our understanding of him.

Gheorghe understands this is a difficult moment for Johnny 
because he’s just got that empathic personality. And just as 
Gheorghe understands what a new born lamb needs, so too 
he knows what a potentially skittish Johnny needs. He stops 
Johnny picking his scab and licks it, granting us maybe THE 
most sexy/erotically charged moment in the film. (Your 
mileage may vary…) Johnny’s face is just the perfect mix of 
shock and a bit of arousal and a bit of WOW.

Performance. *thumbs up*

The other thing I noticed on my third viewing was just how 
much Gheorghe watches Johnny. I’d been put in mind to look 
out for Gheorghe’s feelings a bit more by the questions I got 
on here and it was quite illuminating. Gheorghe is pretty 
obsessed with Johnny from the start! ;) His eyes follow 
Johnny around and they don’t really stop. I was struck by the 
scene between Johnny and his father early on in the film, 
where they argue and Johnny gets a telling off. Gheorghe 
hears all of Johnny’s frustration and disappointments in that 
scene, following to watch through the window as they 
continue clashing outside. It seems to me that Gheorghe 
becomes pretty fascinated by Johnny early on, observing him 
and understanding some of what he’s going through. While 
he doesn’t directly address it, his comment about it being 
lonely there is a tentative attempt at understanding who 
Johnny is and his sad predicament. His rough insistence on 
checking Johnny’s hand when he injures it is his way of 
forcing Johnny to accept his intervention. Johnny’s 
acceptance shows his openness to being cared for that then 
gets taken many steps further later on. It’s a prelude to what 
happens between them later, but I think Gheorghe has 
probably thought about it before then even.

I’ve written extensively on God’s Own Country now, so I feel 
like talking about any other scenes is too exhaustive. I’ve 
mentioned them all at one point or another! Thanks Josh, 
Alec and Francis for your wonderful film. I’ll be back in the 
new year when the DVD is out and we can discuss the deleted 
scenes and extras that better be on it!
To everyone that is still waiting for the film to come to your 
country - I am with you in spirit. Remember, I was waiting for 
this film from the day it was announced that Josh would be in 
it so I know how you feel! And then waiting as it screened 
around the world - I’ve been there. But I will tell you that it’s 
worth the wait 1000 times over. 
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1. Bracken Muir Farm 2. a young sheep of either sex from about 9 to 18 months of age (until it cuts two teeth); a 
yearling sheep, as yet unshorn 3. a young female sheep, usually before her first lamb (especially used in the 
north of England and Scotland 4. Johnny - White   Gheorghe – Black 5. First - 'John Saxby!'   Last - 'Fuck off -

faggot' 6. Tesco 7. Collared Doves (they mate for life) 8. Bulgarian 9. The University Boy - the actor John McCrea 
who plays Johnny’s pub toilet betrayal is starring in the acclaimed new musical ‘Everybody’s talking about Jamie’ 

at the Apollo Theatre London’s West End 10. 50-75 ml every four hour; increasing during the first week to 200 
ml. Too much milk can kill it. 11. The lamb has to warm up before you can feed it. Feeding it before it has 

reached normal temperature will kill it, because it will use too much energy on digesting the milk. While Gheorge
puts the lamb under his jumper, you can put the lamb inside an open oven and warm it slowly (slow cooking gets 
a whole new meaning). Lambs, that look and feel all but dead and cold can be revived that way (and it’s amazing 

to walk into the kitchen and be greeted by a rather confused little lamb) 12. Gheorghe 13. Winged Victory for 
the Sullen 14. In the pub the country song “Most People Get Married” is playing in the background 15. Harry 

Potter – Quirinus Quirrell and Poppy Pomfrey 16. Deirdre 17. Heather is burnt in spring for environmental 
reasons – the old top layer is burnt off in controlled conditions to encourage new growth and wildlife 18.

Gheorghe 19. oaie and cock – but the latter isn’t true, it’s a joke. 20. Bristol Old Vic 21. (c) the right length) 22. 
Fight Club  23. Train 24. 700kg 25. black 26. £700 27. 5 28. 5 or as many as were left in the bucket 29. swallows 

30. Keighley
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